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Abstract: - Twitter is one of the most popular micro
blogging website in today's globalized world. Twitter
messages can be mined to gain valuable information.
Although Twitter provides a list of most popular topics
people tweet about known as Trending Topics in real
time, it is often hard to understand what these trending
topics are about. Therefore, various efforts are being made
to classify these topics into general categories with high
accuracy for better information retrieval. In this paper, we
are going to talk how effectively sentiment analysis is
done on the data which is collected from the Twitter using
Flume. Twitter is an online web application which of data
that can be a structured, semi-structured and un-structured
data. Collect the data from the twitter by using
CLOUDERA VM using online streaming tool Flume.
And doing analysis on Twitter is also difficult due to
language that is used for comments. And, coming to
analysis there are different types of analysis that can be
done on the collected data. So here we are taking
sentiment analysis, for this we are using Hive and its
queries to give the sentiment data based up on the groups
that we have defined in the HQL (Hive Query Language)
and use Visual Studio to show in User Interface.

analysis. But, to calculate their views is very difficult in a
normal way by taking these heavy data that are going to
generate day by day.

Fig. 1: Describes clearly Cloudera VM
The above figure shows clearly the different types of
service that are available on cloudera VM so, this problem
is taking now and can be solved by using BIGDATA
Problem as a solution. And if we consider getting the data
from Twitter one should use any one programming
language to crawl the data from their database or from
their web pages. Coming to this problem here we are
collecting this data by using BIGDATA online streaming
Eco System Tool known as Flume and also the shuffling
of data and generating them into structured data in the
form of tables can be done by using Apache Hive.
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1 Existing System
As we have already discussed about the older way of
getting data and also performing the sentiment analysis on
those data. Here they are going to use some coding
techniques for crawling the data from the twitter where
they can extract the data from the Twitter web pages by
using some code that may be written either in JAVA,
Python etc. For those they are going to download the
libraries that are provided by the twitter guys by using this
they are crawling the data that we want particularly. [1]
After getting raw data they will filter by using some old
techniques and also they will find out the positive,
negative and moderate words from the list of collected
words in a text file. All these words should be collected
by us to filter out or do some sentiment analysis on the
filtered data. [2]. these words can be called as a dictionary

I. INTRODUCTION
Present situation is completely they are expressing their
thoughts through online blogs, discussion forms and also
some online applications like Facebook, Twitter, etc. If
we take Twitter as our example nearly 1TB of text data is
generating within a week in the form of tweets. So, by this
it is understand clearly how this Internet is changing the
way of living and style of people. Among these tweets can
be categorized by the hash value tags for which they are
commenting and posting their tweets. So, now many
companies and also the survey companies are using this
for doing some analytics such that they can predict the
success rate of their product or also they can show the
different view from the data that they have collected for
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set by which they will perform sentiment analysis. Also,
after performing all these things and they want to store
these in a database and coming to here they can use
RDBMS, where they are having limitations in creating
tables and also accessing the tables effectively.

3.1 Creating Twitter Application
First of all if we want to do sentiment analysis on Twitter
data we want to get Twitter data first so to get it we want
to create an account in Twitter developer and create an
application by clicking on the new application button
provided by them. After creating a new application just
create the access tokens so that we no need to provide our
authentication details there and also after creating
application it will be having one consumer keys to access
that application for getting Twitter data. The given figure
clearly show that how the application data looks provide
our authentication details there and also after creating
application it will be having one consumer keys to access
that application for getting Twitter data. The following is
the figure that show clearly how the application data looks
after creating the application and here it’s self we can see
the consumer details and also the access token details. We
want to take this keys and token details and want to set in
the Flume configuration file such that we can get the
required data from the Twitter in the form of twits. The
figure show clearly the application keys that are generated
after creating application and in this keys we can see the
top two keys are the API key and API secret. And coming
to the reaming two keys it is nothing but we know as the
access tokens that we want to generate it by ourselves by
clicking the generate access token. After clicking that we
can get the two keys that are our account access token and
coming to that one is Access token and the other one is
the Access token secret.

2.2 Proposed System
As it can have seen existing system drawbacks, here we
are going to overcome them by solving this issue using
Big Data problem statement. So here we are going to use
Hadoop and its Ecosystems, for getting raw data from the
Twitter we are using Hadoop online streaming tool using
Apache Flume. In this tool only we are going to configure
everything that we want to get data from the Twitter. For
this we want to set the configuration and also want to
define what information that we want to get form Twitter.
All these will be saved into our HDFS (Hadoop
Distributed File System) in our prescribed format. From
this raw data we are going to create the table and filter the
information that is needed for us and sort them into the
Hive Table. And form that we are going to perform the
Sentiment Analysis by using some UDF’s (User Defined
Functions) by which we can perform sentiment analysis.
The following figure shows clearly the architecture view
for the proposed system by this we can understand how
our project is effective using the Hadoop ecosystems and
how the data is going to store form the Flume, also how it
is going to create tables using Hive also how the
sentiment analysis is going to perform.

Fig. 2: Architecture diagram for proposed system
Fig. 3: Creating Twitter application from Twitter
Developer

III. METHODOLOGY
As we have seen the procedure how to overcome the
problem that we are facing in the existing problem that is
shown clearly in the proposed system. So, to achieve this
we are going to follow the following methods.

3.2 Getting data using Flume
After creating an application in the Twitter developer site
we want to use the consumer key and secret along with
the access token and secret values. By which we can
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access the Twitter and we can get the information that
what we want exactly here we will get everything in
JSON format and this is stored in the HDFS that we have
given the location where to save all the data that comes
from the Twitter. The following is the configuration file
that we want to use to get the Twitter data from the
Twitter.

3.3 Querying using Hive Query Language (HQL)
After running the Flume by setting the above
configuration then the Twitter data will automatically will
save into HDFS where we have the set the path storage to
save the Twitter data that was taken by using Flume. The
following is the figure that shows clearly how the data is
stored in the HDFS in a documented format and the raw
data those we got form the Twitter is also in the JSON
format that is shown clearly in figure:

Fig. 7: Validating JSON data for HQL.
From these data first we want to create a table where the
filtered data want to set into a formatted structured such
that by which we can say clearly that we have converted
the unstructured data into structured format. For this we
want to use some custom serde concepts. These concepts
are nothing but how we are going to read the data that is
in the form of JSON format for that we are using the
custom serde for JSON so that our hive can read the
JSONdata [10] and can create a table in our prescribed
format. From that we can perform the sentiment analysis
and acquire the results where a new table is created such
that all the comments those to know which User has most
number of followers in figure 10.

Fig. 4: Flume configuration files for Twitter data

Fig.5:Twitter data in HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File
System).

Fig. 6: Twitter data in JSON format
Fig. 8: HQL Query for creating Tweets table.
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Fig. 9: Inserting data by performing sentiment analysis.

Fig 10: Sentimental Analysis through Excel Sheet
IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
There are different ways to get Twitter data or any other
online streaming data where they want to code lines of
coding to achieve this. And, also they want to perform the
sentiment analysis on the stored data where it makes some
complex to perform those operations. Coming to this
paper we have achieved by this problem statement and
solving it in BIGDATA by using Hadoop and its Eco
Systems. And finally we have done sentiment analysis on
the Twitter data that is stored in HDFS. So, here the
processing time taken is also very less compared to the
previous methods because Hadoop Map Reduce and Hive
are the best methods to process large amount of data in a
small time. In this paper it has shown the way for doing
sentiment analysis for Twitter data. Also, we can do by
creating a work flow so that we can give a time slang such
that it will work based upon that time we allocated for
performing a particular work. Also at last we can also
visualize the word map i.e., the most frequent words that
are used in positive, moderate and negative fields by
using R language to visualize.
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